The Documentation Committee of ARLIS/NA has commenced the re-launch of the Oral History program for winners of the Distinguished Service Award. Later in January an oral history recording session will be held at the Morgan Library in New York where peer-to-peer interviews will be recorded. Logistics of this event are being coordinated by Emily Walz. Thanks are due to Chantal Sulkow and the Board of the Greater New York Chapter for their logistical support. I hope to be able to present on the results of this session at the annual conference in New Orleans.

Liz Ehrnst of the Georgia O'Keeffe Museum has taken over from Eumie Imm-Stroukoff as Oral History Coordinator as Eumie had to step down as she takes on her responsibilities as Vice President/President Elect of the ARLIS/NA Executive Board.

Jamie Vander Broek (in-coming Chair) and I will address the meeting of the Retired Members SIG at the New Orleans Conference on February 5 soliciting their help with documentation.

-Eric M. Wolf, Chair, ARLIS/NA Documentation Committee, January 5, 2017